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SEATTLE UNIvErM1ENcEM) 
S 
It's time to take the next step. 
to move ahead to the next stage of your life. 
It's time to reach out. 
to embrace the challenges 
and explore the possibilities. 
It's time to become part of a new community. 
to use what you've learned 
and make a difference. 
. 
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MUSIC 
Three Ayres 
John Adson 
Contrapunctus I 
J.S. Bach 
Contrapunctus IX 
J.S. Bach 
Overture to Cadmus 
et Hermione 
Jean Baptiste Lully 
Three Pieces 
Johann Pezel 
Quintet 
Victor Ewald 
Concerto 
Vivaldi, Bach 
Canzona on a French Theme 
Samuel Scheidt 
American Brass Band Journal 
G. WE. Fri edrich 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Edward Elgar 
David W. Madsen, PhD 
Grand Marshal 
Suzanne M. Erickson, PhD 
Mace Bearer 
Theresa M. Earenfight, PhD 
Assistant Marshal 
Paul E. Kidder, PhD 
Assistant Marshal 
Georg D. Kunz, PhD 
Assistant Marshal 
Daniel B. Matlock, PhD 
Assistant Marshal 
Jane W. Peterson, PhD 
Assistant Marshal 
J. Fiona Robertson, PhD 
Assistant Marshal 
CONVOCATION 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Provost 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Joseph P. Thncioco 
1996 Alumnus 
IN VOCATION 
Dannette M. Sullivan, MEd 
Assistant Provost, Enrollment 
Services, University Registrar 
WELCOME 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
PRESENTATION OF 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Provost 
RECOGNITION OF 
PROFESSORS EMERITI 
Andrew G. Bjelland, PhD 
Verrelle M. Davis, MLSC 
Maxime R. Marinoni, PhD 
Jack D. Mattingly, PhD 
John P. 'Tbutonghi, PhD 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
,Iason J. Oliver 
BA BA, Man gement 
Albers School of 
Business and Economics 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 
Stephen V. Sundburg, Si.. STD 
President 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Provost 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
Ashley Chi Youn Pak 
BABA, Albers School of 
Business and Economics 
BENEDICTION 
Paul A. Janowiak, Si. 
Assistant Professor 
School of Theology and Ministnj 
RECESSIONAL 
Voluntary on Old 100th 
H. Purcell 
DEAR SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATES OF 2000 
Congratulations to each one of you—and to \our 
families and friends on the achievement this 
Commencement Day marks for you. 
Instead of giving you advice at this time—as niight 
be typical for a president to do on this occasion - 
I'd like to suggest something different. If you have a 
moment during this ceremony, try thinking up your 
own "Valedictory Address"! 
What do you want to remember from your years at Seattle 
University? What has been the most important area of growth 
in your life? Which values have become most important? Who do 
you want to remember? What experiences best symbolize or capture 
your Seattle University education? What would you write down 
by way of advice for yourself? What would you want to tell others or me 
in the university about your experiences? If you gave your "Valedictory 
Address" a title, what would it be? 
• 	 Here is what I hear graduating students say about their Seattle 
University education: 
Teachers here care (and so do mentors, coaches, secretaries, directors, 	 (3 
etc.) about me and my learning. 
The Jesuit values of service, leadership, justice, care for the poor, 
and an international outlook are my values. 
This education stresses critical thinking, analysis, philosophy, 
reflection . .. and these are habits I hope to have all my life. 
It's about moral values, but they are not imposed, rather drawn out 
of my experience and my reflection on it and on society. 
These years raised issues of spirituality for me in a way that I could 
form my own faith and make my own commitments. 
I found community here and it made a huge difference that my 
education took place in Seattle. 
I'm grateful. 
How is your "Valedictory Address" like what these students tell rue? 
What you say to yourself today maybe the most important aspect 
of your Commencement. Again, congratulations! 
• rA -,t~ 	 f. 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., President 
4) 
ABOUT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
From humble beginnings 109 years ago, Seattle 
University has nearly 6,000 students enrolled in 45 
undergraduate and 23 graduate programs, including 
a master of business administration, a doctoral 
program in educational leadership, and a law school 
that offers both full-time and part-time programs. 
The 46-acre campus on Seattle's First Hill has the 
atmosphere of a small college. Thaching is the faculty's 
priority at Seattle University. Low student-to-faculty 
ratios and caring attitudes ensure that faculty members 
are readily available to students. As an institution of 
higher learning, Seattle University's objective and purpose 
include the discussion, interpretation, transmission and 
development of knowledge, ideas, and values. 
Under the auspices of the Society of Jesus, Seattle 
University supports Christian ideals and values. It affirms 
the belief in the unity and totality of all human knowledge, 
whether experiential, speculative, or divinely revealed. 
As a community inspired with the Spirit of Christ, the 
campus atmosphere encourages the development of 
unbiased, liberated, and enlightened intelligence in its 
faculty and student body. 
One of 28 Jesuit colleges in the United States, Seattle 
University offers a broadly based academic program, 
including a strong liberal arts core curriculum that prepares 
students to serve their communities, lead fi.ilfilling lives, 
and succeed in their chosen professions. 
Seattle University has many marks of distinction, 
offering the fIrst addiction studies program, the first 
accredited ultrasound education program and first master's 
degree in software engineering in the nation. The Matteo 
Ricci College is the only college in the country combining 
high school and university curriculum. The university 
offers the region's only bachelor's degree programs in 
international studies, biochemistry and environmental 
engineering. The Albers School of Business and Economics 
operates one of the largest master of business administration 
programs in the region. The university offers the nation's 
first graduate program in non-profit leadership and offers 
unique graduate programs in theology and ministry that 
include both Catholic and ecumenical theological studies. 
The true measure of the university's excellence is 
the success of our graduates. Seattle University's alumni 
include distinguished individuals in business, public affairs, 
education, the performing arts, athletics, law, nursing, and 
countless other fields. 
THE HISTORY OF THE GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN 
American academic costume (also referred to as 
academic "dress" or "regalia") had its origins in the ancient 
European universities. Apparently, it was devised to 
distinguish academic persons, such as doctors, licentiates, 
masters, and bachelors from other parts of the population. 
Gowns probably were a necessity because of unheated 
buildings, and hoods were needed to cover the heads of 
medieval scholars. Most universities issued strict regulations 
concerning the design and use of academic dress. 
As they were founded, American colleges and universities 
inevitably adopted the gown, hood, and cap from their 
European antecedents. Although some common standards 
and practices were observed, no unifOrm code or system 
existed until late in the 19th century. 
The principal features of academic dress are three: 
the gown, the cap, and the hood. The flowing gown comes 
from the 12th century. It has become symbolic of the 
democracy of scholarship, for it completely covers any 
dress of rank or social standing underneath. It is most often 
black, with pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree, long, 
closed sleeves for the master's degree, and round, open 
sleeves for the doctoral degree. The gown worn for the 
bachelor's or master's degree has no trimmings. The gown 
for the doctoral degree is faced down the front with velvet 
and has three bars of velvet across the sleeves in the color 
distinctive of the faculty or discipline to which the 
degree pertains. 
The wearing of the cap was a privilege won by freed 
slaves in ancient Rome, and so the academic cap is a sign of 
the freedom of scholarship and the responsibility and dignity 
with which scholarship endows the wearer. Old poetry 
records the cap of scholarship as square to symbolize the 
book, although some authorities claim that the mortar 
board or cap is a symbol of the masons, a privileged guild. 
The color of the tassel on the cap denotes the discipline. 
Heraldically, the hood is an inverted shield with one 
or more chevrons of a secondary color on the ground of the 
primary color of the college. The color of the facing of the 
hood denotes the discipline represented by the degree; the 
color of the lining of the hood designates the university 
from which the degree was granted. The length of the 
hood varies by academic degree. The hood for the doctoral 
degree is the only one with panels at the sides. 
You have written 11 books of poetry and fiction, and 
contributed poems to eight anthologies. You wrote a screen-
play based on one of your collections of short stories, 
The Lone Ranger and Thnto Fistfight in Heaven. In 1998, that 
movie, Smoke Signals, won two awards at the Sundance Film 
Festival. You have received a number of other prestigious 
awards, including: the National Endowment for the Arts 
Poetry Fellowship; the Ernest Hemingway Foundation Award 
Citation; and the PEN/Hemingway Best First Book of Fiction 
Citation. The New York Times has named two of your works to 
its Notable Books list, and Granta magazine named you one of 
the 20 best American novelists under age 40. 
Your voice brings a new perspective to our understanding 
of life in the Northwest, of our region's first inhabitants, and 
of the modern-day struggle we all share, to make peace with 
our collective past. Therefore, in recognition of your accom-
plishments as a writer and a storyteller, upon you, Sherman 
Alexie, Seattle University proudly confers the degree of 
doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
(5 
SHERMAN ALEXIE 
Sherman Alexie, you have captivated the American 
imagination with what you call "little books about one little 
reservation in Washington State." Your work to replace our flat 
vision of noble savages with three-dimensional portrayals of 
modern heroes and villains who happen to be (and I defer to 
using your term here) Indian has garnered critical acclaim 
and commercial success. 
Raised on the Spokane Indian Reservation, you overcame 
a childhood of ill health and poverty. You battled your own 
alcoholism as well as the alcoholism of those around you, and 
emerged to become one of our country's most prolific and 
celebrated writers. 
Sherman Alexie, you left the reservation to attend Reardan 
High School, where you graduated with honors. You attended 
• 	 Gonzaga University on a scholarship, and graduated with a 
degree in American Studies from Washington State University, 
where you developed a passion for poetry. 
MILLARD BATT'LES 
Millard Battles, for nearly forty years, you have been 
a pillar in the Puget Sound region, leading in the business 
community, fighting for educational reform, and living your 
Catholic faith through community service. 
You were born into a childhood of challenges, including 
overcoming a birth defect and dyslexia. Your success serves 
as a model for us all. You completed your undergraduate 
education at Purdue, and earned a master's of science degree 
in mathematics at the University of Notre Dame. You were 
also awarded a Sloan Fellowship and received a master's 
degree in management from the Massachusetts Institute 
of'Thchnology in 1969. 
In 1958, you married Gerry Goepfrich, the love of your 
life, and started a family that now includes 6 children and 
13 grandchildren. 
During your 35-year career at Boeing, you chaired the 
Boeing Employees Good Neighbor Fund for United Way 
. 
	
	 and the Education Working Committee of the Washington 
Business Roundtable. You are currently the volunteer 
coordinator for the Seattle University School of Educations 
Visiting Executives Program. In 1998, you were awarded the 
Shrontz Award for Outstanding Volunteerism from the Boeing 
Bluehills, an organization of Boeing retirees who are active in 
the community. 
Millard, over the past four decades you have contributed 
outstanding service to the community, particularly on 
educational issues. You served on the Kent School Board for 
11 years and were a member and president of the Washington 
State School Directors Association. You were appointed to the 
Washington State Commission on Student Learning and the 
National Task Force on Educational Reform, and you served 
16 years on the Washington State Board of Education, includ-
ing two years as its president. 
Therefore, in recognition of your enduring energy and 
leadership, your enthusiasm for improving the educational 
system in Washington State, and your service to this institu-
tion of higher education, upon you, Millard Battles, Seattle 
University proudly confers the degree of doctor of humanities, 
honoris causa. 
DR. WILLIAM B. CATE AND JANIS P. CATE 
Janis P. Cate and Dr. William B. Cate, your lives as parents, 
religious leaders, and community servants embody the 
characteristic values of your Christian faith and of Jesuit 
education. 
In the 1950s and 60s, you lived in Portland, Oregon, where 
Jan worked to develop low-income housing and Bill directed 
the Portland Council of Churches. In 1970, you moved 
together to Seattle, where Bill was appointed to lead the 
Church Council of Greater Seattle, which he did until his 
retirement in 1990. 
The justice work you have undertaken, both indepen-
dently and as a married couple, is impressive. Jan, you have 
worked for nearly three decades to expand women's opportu-
nities for participation in religious and secular life. You played 
a leadership role in the Coalition of Women and Religion and 
6) state and local chapters of Church Women United. You were 
part of a national Church Women United delegation that 
traveled to Honduras in the 1980s to protest militarization 
in that country. Your group garnered international media 
attention when Honduran officials denied you entrance. 
More recently, Jan, you helped to found the Church of 
Mary Magdalene, a ministry that serves homeless women in 
downtown Seattle. You are currently helping to coordinate an 
international women's spirituality conference, Claiming Our 
Spirit - Shaping Our World," to be held this summer in 
Seattle, and are lending your activism to fighting labor and 
human rights abuses in sweat shops. 
William, during your tenure with the Church Council, 
you helped to establish the Neighbors in Need food bank, 
the precursor to Northwest Harvest. You are a founding board 
member of the Center on Ethical Leadership. You have been 
instrunienta] in creating Seattle University's School of 
Theology and Ministry and its Ecumenical Institute for 
Theological Studies. You chaired the Church Council of 
Greater Seattle's Asia Pacific Task Force and currently 
preside over the Council on Pacific Asian Theology. You 
have organized church leaders to present a formal apology 
to Native Americans for the impact organized Christianity 
has had on traditional tribal religions. And you have consis-
tently fought against discrimination based on ethnicity and 
sexual orientation. 
Tbgether, William and Janis Cate, you were instrumental 
in organizing Seattle to fight apartheid. Jan, you were 
arrested for civil disobedience protesting outside South 
Africa's Seattle consulate. You both protested the Thdent 
nuclear submarines stationed at Bangor Naval Base, and 
have been war tax resistors. And you did all of this while 
raising six children. Your commitment to peace and justice 
for all people, and your fervent belief that we are all created 
lovingly in the image of God, bring honor to yourselves, your 
family and your community. 
Therefore, in recognition of your dedication to your 
family, your community, and indeed, to the betterment of 
humanity, upon you Janis P. Cate and Dr. William B. Cate, 
Seattle University proudly confers the degree of doctor of 
humanities, honoris causa. 
It's time to take 
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FESIDENVS AWARD 
Ashley Clii Youn ['ak 	
( 
BA 13A, A!bers School of 
Business and Economics 
Ii crtiiiiirig senior who has nidiriuii:d il- n 	 t 	 h;kirship 
tilt uughout lout ve.irs. A symbol of outstanding acliicv:tiicut. 
1999 - 2000 EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
GRADUATE DISSERTATION TITLES 
heather Ann Andersen 
Self Percei ved Use of Humor by 
Leaders in Nonprofit Organur.af ions 
Bernal Carlos Baca 
Developing A Student Retention Project 
at Yakima Valley Community College: 
An Analysis of First- Year Students 
Mary Jo Bauen 
Chipping Away at the SelfiMeiidiiig 
Wall Participatory Research on Parent-
School Relationships in the Highline 
Public Schools 
Jacqueline Finckler 
Then Mentor Program Evaluation 
James Renard Gore 
Images of Leadership in Films 
Created by African-Americans and 
their influence on the Self-Pr rceptions 
ojAfri can-A rnm-ican Adults 
Mahnaz Aflatooni Javid 
Pvrrrait of a Symbiotic Model for a 
Working (yberschool A 74o Year Case 
Study of a Thchnology Driven Public 
High School 
Fred J. Mednick 
Worldwide Perspecrii cs on the 
Educated Then for the 21st Century 
Susan Raye Miller 
Voices in the Middle An In Depth Study 
of One Districts Middle Schools 
Carol A. Owens 
Seeking Community in New Suburban 
Citics How Lakeux,od, Washington, 
Residenrs Define Commit nity 
Mary Miller Chapman 	 Jap-Ji Kaur Keating 
A Study of Families Who Leave Public 	 Education and Foster Care: 
Elementary Schools; Have the Horses 
	 A l'artnei-ship Model 
Lefi Yt or Should We Keep the Barn 
Douts Opri.i 
the Seatik- University Ihutuariitics Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is 
HONORS PROGRAM an historically ordered integrated study of the great thinkers of the Western world, designed to create 
GRADUATES 2000
(specific
and stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the 
sociocultural context. After completing the Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a 
 major. The 1999 degree candidates who completed the Honors Program are: 
(9 
Juliana Margucrita Balinbin 
History / Philosophy 
Melissa Christine Barnhart 
Enghsh 
Lori Jennifer Blomer 
Philosophy 
Matthew Ivar Burch 
Philosophy 
Patrick James Burns 
English 
Sara Lynne Christensen 
English 
Kevin James Coe 
Bioehnnistrq 
Jaclyn Marie Dahlvang 
English 
David lt Farkouh 
Economics 
Steven Patrick Ford 
Journalism 
Daniel Wade Hitchcock 
General Science 
Sarah Therese Hutton 
English / Philosophy 
Sarah Rae Johnson 
English / Philosophy 
Megan Kelley 
tIme Diane Kelly 
lie osophy I English 
Alcxi Maiimillian Kukuijevir 
Philosophy 
Ronald G. Lamarca 
Soc iotoej, 
John Henry McCorkle 
Ecological Studies 
Holly Michelle Miller 
English 
Aviva Newman 
French 
Matthew Carlisle Nowlin 
English / Fiypwli 
Ryan T. O'Connell-Elston 
English 
Monica J. Routt 
English / General Science 
Laura Darlene Shearer 
English 
Rita Margaret Siemion 
English 
Heidi Renee Swift 
Sociology 
Joshua Ross Whitten 
Sociology 
Joshua Gordon Ziemkowski 
Philosophy 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
Shari Alison Wennik 
S 
(
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student or studcnts in the 
School of Education Teacher Education Program. Selection is based on academic 
achievement, excellence in student teaching, evidence of commitment to 
teaching, and evidence of leadership. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATJON 
Siw A. Schmitt, E4D, Dean 
Doctor of Education 
Heather Ann Andersen 
Bernal Cartos Baca 
Mary Jo Bauen 
Mary Miller Chapman 
Jacqueline Finckler 
James Renard Gore IS 
Mahnaz Aflatooni Javid 
Jap-Ji Kaur Keating 
Fred J. Mednick 
Susan Rayc Miller 
Carol A. Owens 
Educational Specialist 
Maria Maria Brito de Zayas 
Amy Louise Beresford IS 
Peggy J. Thompson-Brown '' 
Norman Brownstein 
Jennifer Elaine Burkhardt c 
Yvette Marie Butler (, 
Maribeth Anderson Cannavaro 
Marie Hurtado 1-laight 
Meggan Winter Jung 'It' 
Pamela Helen Lee 
Christina Marie Pl,ffer 'It' 
Lori Ellen Swartz 'i.' 
Melva Verniece Walser 
Lisa M. Wickel IS 
Carola E. Wittmann 
Master in Teaching 
Thomas W.M. Adams 
Peter Mohammed EI-Zinn Odion 
Anegbeode 
Emily Bayne Antezana 
Tbfflna Dawn Appa 
Merilee Armstrong Bengtsson 
Elizabeth Bridget Bentley 
Kati Hastig Berreth IS 
Kara Lynne Bezanson 
Jeffrey W. Brennan % 
Lori Michelle Brennan IS 
Rachel Nicole Brodsky 
Lisa Chong Bruhn IS 
Bethany Lynn Buchmeier 
Julie Anderson Carey 
John Scott Christopher Carroll 
Lisa Hinrichs Castillo 
Jill Chelimer 
Rebecca Ann Chestnut 
Caithn Spengler Collins IS 
Kimberly J. Connor 
Natalie Michele Conrow 
J. Andrew Coons 
Jeffrey B. Cravens IS 
Steven Campbell Crawfbrd 
Brandi Renac Crosby 
Joy Lynn Marie Crosby 
John Thomas Daugherty 
Benedict Bayes de Guzman 
Timothy Richard DeNezza 
Allison Naomi Deno 
Nancy F. Dong 
Anne Marie DuBois 
Jessica Arm t)ykes 
Amanda Jane Ekblad $5 
Kathleen M. Fewel 
Helen A. Finch 
Lindsey Katherine Fischer $5 
Peter Bemgan Folta 
Alma VeIls Garcia $5 
John Frederick Garrett 
Daniel Ould Geiger 
Hilary Erin George IS 
Daniel P. Golosman 
Kimberly Julienne Gonzales 
Amy Jean Griffith 
Heather Lame Grutz 
Michael Fitzpatrick Hannigan 
David Franklin John Hanson $5 
Kristin Harris 
lbnya M. liennen 
Shannon Eileen Hieger 
Stacy Ardath Hoffman 
Jason Thylor Huff 
Sumiko Alissa Huff 
Brooke Nicole Iman IS 
Katherine M. Jarvis 
Mary Elizabeth Jenkins $5 
Michelle Dean Johnson 
Brandon Paul Juhl 
Stacie Ranee Kelly 
Erik Kerzee 
tin Chong Kim 
Aimée Marie Langdon 
Steven Charles Lappenbusch $5 
Brody LaRock 
Heather Elizabeth Lauerman $5 
Cheryl Marie Lewis 
Karen Sue Liker 
Diana Jean Low 
Owen J. Lunz 
Erin E. Lynch 
Kathleen E. Madden 
Samuel Wilson Magnuson 
Roberta Jean Medlin 
Kelly K. Mickelson 
Amy L. Moscrip IS 
Kelly Marie Mulligan 
Megan Kathryn Olson 
Julie Anne Parker 
Shelley Elizabeth Pennell Dion IS 
Betty T Peralta 
Gail Meyer Powers 
Sharon Ann Radak 
Kate Elizabeth Randall IS 
Michelle Lorraine Red 
Monica J. Reed 
Barne Dana Rein 
Joanna Elizabeth Reznick 
Anita Bernadette Roberson 
Donald Spencer Rogers 
Joanna Lynn Ross IS 
Katrina Therese Rouse 
Kristin Jean Schembs 
Rhonda Lee Schmidt 
John Bannan Selivanoff 
Michael J. Shapiro 
Timothy Paul Shultz 
Gina Marie Sims IS 
Amy Rebecka Smedsrud $5 
Jennifer Katherine Spence 
Elizabeth Morgan Sperry IS 
Vivek Michael Srivastava IS 
Lindsay F. States 
Julie Anne Stiiman 
Nicole Marie Stolte IS 
Kristin Marie Strapko 
Mercy Stmpliciano Thmayo IS 
Hui-Ming Leu Thompson 
Peter Golden Titcomb 
Cashel Colleen Ibner $5 
Theresa Delia lbpasna IS 
Lawrence Otto lihlman 
Heidi Marie Wallace S 
Julie Lynne Waltz 
Amanda Clinton Ward 
Sahnica Michelle Washington S 
Masako Watanabe 
Eita Jeannette Shrneyer-[vtsson IS 
Shari Alison Wennik 
Michael J. Wentzel 
Melissa Therese Wiemers 
Rebekah Elin Williams $5 
Charles Law Zwick $5 
Master of Arts 
Jeanette L. Karovsky 
Kathleen DeMaris Koch 
Juanita Monique Ricks 
Master of Arts in Education 
Michael Thomas Anderson 
Debra Lynn Barlow 
'lbni Marie Barz 
Amy Loise Beresford $5 'It , 
Elizabeth Ann Eddy-Betz 
Marc Wayne D. Bigony 
Barbara Blywise 
Emilie Frances Bosone 
Michelle Renee Bourdeau 
Jennifer S.N. Breed 
Ivan Breen 
Peg' J. Thompson-Brown 'It' 
Jennifer Elaine Burkhardt 'It , 
Ansanda Elizabeth Reaugh-Buse 
Yvette Marie Butler 'It , 
Sara E. J. Carter 
Chia-Chien Jassie Chang 
Maureen Chao 
Summer Eun - Hyoung Cho 
Yoo Jung Chong 
Rebecca Brooks Crews 
Debra-Ann Camoy Crooks 
Karen Lyn Crowe 
Eduardo Roxas Cruz, Jr. 
Jason Merrick DeLeon 
Julanne Eustis 
Melinda A. Fischer $5 
America Ann Fulmer IS 
Shelly Diane Gibson 
Sharon M. Goetz 
Mary Kay Gordon 
Linda Marie Graham 
Damn Vontress (,reer 
Christopher Michael Hadley 
Linda Eileen Haglund 
Barbara Lorraine Hauschel 
Carole Lynn Holland 
Margaret Gordon Jamison 
Jeffrey Andrew Jones 
Jennifer Carroll Judd $5 
Meggan Winter Jung 'It' 
Melissa Kaur 
Katherine A. Lamb 
Erin Violet Alexandria Larson $5 
Laura 1. LeBlanc 
Marjorie Elaine Lorenz 
Sally Madge 
Mindy Marie Maxwell 
Margaret Rose McLaughlin 
Kara Lynn Mitchell 
Monica S. Murdock 
Phyllis Joan Newton 
Ibni Lynn Nicholes 
Lisa Carol Oakley 
Donna Jean Owens 
Philip Duncan Parshall 
Margaret Ann Pattee 
Christina Marie Pfyffer 'It. 
Amy Michelle Pirch 
Joelle Lyn Pretty 
Kerry Victor Regain, Jr. 
Stephen Curnow Railaback 
Darryl E. Reed 
Jamie Lynn Rettinger IS 
Anne Elizabeth RuIf 
Karl Wesley Ruff 
Kara-Lee Finlay Ruotolo $5 
Shame Allison Martin Schramling 
Shelley Lynne Schubert 
Elizabeth Mary Schumacher 
Kathleen Anne Sikorra 
Barbara Ann Sim S 
Lynne Kosanna Slacker 
Jason Patrick Slimon 
Steven A. Strasen 
Kimberly Ann Seitert 
Sarah Beth Sullivan IS 
Lori Ellen Swartz cf, 
Andrew Mark ftostle 
Hilary Vandal 
Jefferson L. Vanderport 
Lisa Ann Van Enkevort 
Jennifer L. Van Flandern 
Dena M. Voth 
Michelle Lyn Wagner 
Nicole Haines Wehrli 
Carlos Lee Williams 
Peter John Youngs 
Alicia K. Zweifach IS 
Master of Education 
Susan M. Atkins 
Rhea Jean Beard 
Mary Bridget Bená 
Patricia Louise Blackburn 
Debra Lynn Bodeau 
Dhorea Brown 
Catherine Marie Carrico 
Christina Marie Coop 
Barbara L. Cromwell 
Catherine Marie Davis 
Megan Lynn Diefenbach 
Eileen Jo Feeney 
Roxanne Marie Filippon i-I- ishe 
Geneva Ann Foster 
Judith M. Gage 
i'artic4aung in ceremony although degree mequitinents are not yet cooiplete 	 '. 
Master of Public Administration 	 ALBERS SCI IOOL OF 
Lucille C. Alexander 
Katherine Anne Atwood 
Ned Otto Bankston 
Aaron Lee Bert 
Karen Marie Bner 
Donna D. Brown 
Andrea M. Chidsey 
Patrice D. Copeland 
Richard Clayton Cranford 
Carmin L. Dalziel 
Diane Dennis 
Selamawit Fesaha IS 
Christopher J. Fowler 
Robin Sung Brown Fowler 
Charles D. Gray Ii 
Ms. Sian Patricia Hale 
Patricia M. Hennessy 
Gordon Massie Hill 
Carmella Houston 
Ruth Ibarra IS 
Mark Dietrich Jung 
Mark Sullivan Kines 
Livia Yah-Sye Lam IS 
Robert A. Matisse 
Federico A. Munoz-Valenzuela IS 
Phuong Le Nguyen 
Peter K. Patacsil 
Suchamas Pattanamaan 
Heather Lee Pettis 
Brian Craig Sandier IS 
Leland J. Schooley 
Hermes Shahbazian 
Pamala Lynn Starliper 
Cheryl Eve Strange 
Andre Thybron 
Jeanne Thorsen 
David Allen Tbstenrude 
Kiu Nhoc TIang IS 
Curtis 0. TUcker 
Wendy Fleming Wheeler 
Deborah K. Wright 
Master of Not-for-Profit Leadership 
Karen Reneé Brawley 
Deborah Bradstreet Cushing 
Lisa Marie Denis 
Sharon L. Frey 
Susanne L. Gehring-Jezerinac 
JoAnne Linnaea Heron 
Man Horita 
Annagneta Liv Jacobson 
Jacqueline M. Koney 
Bryce Gordon Montgomery 
Catherine Ann Olevnik 
Jennifer L. Rickards 
Roberta A. Sherwood 
James Edward Thomas 
Elizabeth Ann 'tyree 
Geraldine Welsh 
Marian P. Whited 
Mary Sue Wilkes 
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
Jan W. Duggar, PhD, Dean 
Master of Business Administration 
Brett R. Allen 
Jennifer Lynn Anderson 
Lowell Lawrence Anderson 
Steven Mark Anderson 
Keela Jean Bakken 
David Blaine Ballard IS 
Molly M. Baumann 
Robert Scott Beauchamp 
Mark Roger Belanger 
Joseph D. Bement 
Melissa Suzanne Benzel 
Mark Waiter Bigelow 
Todd Matthew Riggs 
Deborah Anastasi Black 
John W. Blizzard 
Sabnina D. Bobeva 
Maria Lynne Bohlander Richey 
John Christopher Bostwick 
Michelle A. Bowman 
Howard Riley Brady 
Bntce Donald Brazier 
Ann Elizabeth Brooks 
Elizabeth A. Brostrom IS 
Danielle Marie Brown 
Jacqueline Denise Brown 
James Fearon Brown 
Marion Leon Buchanan 
Charlene Marlys Bushnell IS 
Robert D. Carney 
Elliott Carp 
David E. Cayton 
Thomas C. Chan IS 
Martha Mae Chapman IS 
June l-Chun Chen 
Monte C. Christensen 
Alexander Urban Conrad 
Amy Christine Cooper 
Sean Patrick Euan Cummings IS 
Stephen K. Daniel 
Jennifer B. Daquiz IS 
Sarah J. Dickey 
Nancy Louise Dienes 
Kevin Douglas Dietsch 
John Patrick Dietz 
Kirk W. Dunn IS 
Warner F. Edelman 
Michael Paul Ervick 
J. Randy Ervin 
Michelle Eten 
Steven Michael Fergel 
Elizabeth A. Field 
Brett M. Flajole 
Justin A. Franke 
Thomas Glynn Freal 
Mary Elizabeth Gage 
Jerome Dennis Gannon 
Edward Clifford Garvey 
Kevin John Gasper 
Scott Christopher Gass 
S 
Erin Aimee Glenn 
Heidi LecAnn Goto 
Donna Slusser Hoistad 
Jason Daniel Hughes % 
Thresa Lynne Janes 
Jeanine Louise Jones 
Siobhân Kaszycki-McCollum 
Melissa Keteisen 
Paula B. King 
Susan L.R.K. King 
Susan Ilene Kleitsch 
MaryLnu Laprade 
Pamela Ann Lawlor 
Marissa Noelle Liu 
Craig Steven Mallery l 
Claudia Marcella Marston 
Kyoko Matsui 
Karen Moe 
Sharilyn Dawn Myers 
Susie Adrian Navone 
Colleen Elizabeth Jackson Nohi 
Lisa Carol Oakley 
Richard Joseph Perkins 
(,arv Peterson 
Andrew C. Pickard 
terry Retchless 
Nicholas B. Roperti 
Melanie Beth Rossiter 
Carol A. Rozumalski 
Valerie Lei Schaff 
Carolyn Dorothy Schulz IS 
Yoko Shimura 
Randolph Joslyn Sill 
Sunisa Somprayoon IS 
Sara L. Stapleton IS 
Marsha M. Stom 
Douglas S. lbmpson 
Grace Mika lbrigoe 
Stone Van Hassel 
Marie A. Verhaar 
Baxi 'frang Kim Vu 
Kimberly Michelle Ward 
Chia-Pet Yang 
Curtis Jerome Zander 
COLLEGE OF ARI 
AND SCIENCES 
Wallace Lob, PhD, Dean 
Master of Arts in Psychology 
Leora Bernstein 
Krystyna Mary Simm 
Donald Kah]e Weaver, III 
Cane Lee Winchell 
Martin Richard c;eiger 
Gregory B. Gilchrist 
Scott A. Gill IS 
flarcy L. Gillingham 
Seema G. Goei 
Allan Charles Goiston 
Jon Frederic Griffin 
Beth L. Griffith 
Soewandi Gunawan 
Divya Gupta IS 
Dawn R. Hall 
Jeffrey Alan Hall 
Byron Lee Hammar 
Margo M. Hammond 
Hsing-Ling Han 
Keith Robert Harrell 
Ann Marie Harnington 
Bonnie J. Hart IS 
Lindy Marie Hebert 
Mark Paul Heinzig IS 
DeAnn Christine Henny 
Joel Peter Hess 
Matthew David Hill 
Shelley A. HoIm 
Tien-Hsin T. Hsu 
Hiroko Saiki Huntoon 
Tbmoyuki Ikeda 
'thkako lkenoue IS 
Yoshiko Iwamoto IS 
David John Janssen 
Clark M. Johnson 
Kevin Eric Jones 
Julie Ann Jordan 
Bradley Daniel Karvasek IS 
George Elias Kassis 
Raymond L. Keasey IS 
David W. Keith 
Robyn Lee K.larman 
Mary Lynn Kotansky 
Dechen Larna 
Dennis L. Lambert 
Kimberly Jean Lawson 
Mikael T Le 
Erick T. Lee IS 
Grant Douglas Lehmann 
Carl Edmund Lenaburg 
Courtney Dean Lewis IS 
Jenny Felicia Lie 
Jui-Ting Lin 
Jennifer Man-Yge Louie IS 
Thomas William Lowe Jr. 
Michael Frederick Luiten 
John Charles Luoma 
Mars Elizabeth Luoma 
Brian Douglas Maas 
Joseph P. Manalang 
Craig M. Manalili IS 
Joseph T Mancinelli 
Daniel Steven Martin 
Joseph Kenneth Martinez 
Max Tl'ygve Mayer 
Greg James McAllister 
Christopher Donald McCall 
Kelly Ann McCarroll 
Thomas James McCarthy 
Shari A. McCormick 
Bridget Catherine McKay 
ibresa M. McSpadden 
Benjamin Paul Meeuwsen 
Andrew Joseph Miller 
Mehmet Omür Muhittinoglu 
Michael Charles Mullen 
Maguette-Louise Ndiaye IS 
Kirk A. Newman 
Kirsten Marie Newton 
Birte Kristina Nielsen 
Norihiro Niki 
Carrie L. Noess 
Christian Erik Norby 
M. Anna Norvid 
Evelyn Mamle Odonkor 
Erie E. Olson 
Eric T. Olson 
Daniel James O'Neill IS 
Brian E Oothoudt 
Yu-Ching Pan IS 
Darin Richard Pankratz 
John D. Parrott Jr. 
Harvey Eugene Pegues 
Knistina Louise Peterson 
Robert D. Peterson 
Mala Raman 
Lydia Jean Band 
lbdd A. Ravenholt 
 
John William Ray 
Scott G. Reed IS 
Craig Steven Runnels 
Leonardo Henry Samuel 
Yusi Sasmitra 
Thkeo Sato 
Jeffrey P. Schanio 
Kenneth F. Schneider 
Richard Scott Severs IS 
Yamini Shantaram IS 
Minhee Shin 
David Lee Shipman 
Yugo Shiraishi 
Michael D. Simonitch 
Yudith Sinaga IS 
Navdeep Singh 
Gary Michael Sjoberg 
Mark Daniel Smith 
George Koshin Sommerrock IS 
Julie A. Spencer 
Clive Matthew Springer 
Derek S. Steward 
John V. Stokes 
Yuki Sudo 
Yueh-Flsia Sue 
lillian L.G.Thlvensaari 
Rita Thn IS 
Jason Knistof 'Tknko 
Ellen Paula Thpper 
Angela Anneliese Thske 
Kasma Thinvadhanakul IS 
. 
Janice Mai-Ling Leung Brinschwitz 
James N. Chivers 
Amber Rose Freeberg 
Jackie Lynn Grimesey 
Christine Elizabeth Kapral 
Heather A. Metts IS 
•
Angelina Mary Novak 
Erin Rogich 
lolanthe Salant 
Karen Mane Sanders 
Dori Nicole Thomas 
Steven Wynn Thompson 
Daniel A. Thumlert 
Benjamin C. Thu % 
Heidi Louise Reuteler 'flirner 
Peerathorn Ungphakorn 
Benjamin Joseph Venema 
Cheryl A. Bledsoe Vidamo 
Michael Pearce Voris % 
Michael Louis Warner 
John R. Watridge 
Scott Adam Weiner 
Shannon Kelly Williams 
Chee Meng Wong 
Chun-Ying Wu 
Ching-Ni Yeh 
Scott Martin Young 
Rita Louise Zoanni 
Master of Arts in Applied Economics 
Ronald John Crawford 
.Juha Petni Salin 
Barbara J. Sandberg 
Master of InternationaL Business 
Kylee Pualani Acidera 
Andrew H. Cushman 
Christopher J. Flint 
Monte Doyle Frazier 
Karol Fuentes 
Tina T. Flsiao 
Birgen Kaleagasi 
Kathy Yvonne McColluin 
Stephen Eric Overman 
Mark W. Repesh 
David Patrick Seto 
Master of ProfessionaL Accounting 
Steve W. lbttle 
Master of Science in Finance 
Thegay Berhe 
Craig S. Brantley 
Pantita Charoenying 
Peter Pou-Sou Chiu 
Michael Wayne Eaton 
Catherine Lucille Walsh Fisher 
Aileen Meta Fredericks 
Mark E. Grover 
Russell William Harvey 
Thmi Lee Hendrickson 
Magdalena Hermawan 
Robert D. Hon 
John A. Hornickle 
Young Ho Jeong 
Joel A Keller 
Hansoo Kim 
Carv Aaron Klostcr 
Yongil Kwon 
Malin B. Lekhakul 
Joseph John Marcus 
Jennifer Nicole Nelson 
Stephen L. Page 
Gregory Edward Pallas 
Paul Marshall Phillips 
Michael Allen Rice 
Mark T. Soliman 
Kenton C. Squires 
Jeffrey Alan Sterk 
Kelley Ann Storment 
Adinata Tjandra 
Stephen James Walker 
Yung-Yee Wang 
Amanda Westlake 
Romy Widjaja 
Elizabeth W.P. Wright 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Luth M. Thnorio, PhD, Dean 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Christine E. Carlson 
Ingrid Elizabeth FitzGerald 
Nicole Marie Furfaro 
Jennifer Margaret liamill 
Sandra Gale Johnson 
Vinita Margaret Sharma 
Elisa Kay Watters 
Mary Diane White 
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND 
ENGINEERING 
George M. Simmons, PhD, Dean 
Master of Software Engineering 
James Beiler 
Satya Vatsala Chakravarthi 
Charles Edward Coleman 
Michael Austin Connell 
Paul C. David 
Steven Paul Fiore % 
Antonio Felipe Goicoechea 
Reinhold Georg Grellmann 
Francis D. Hanisko 
Angelique M. Krieger 
Wcj Liu 
Jerry Nicholas Lukin Jr. % 
Ivan F. Lumala 
Thien Phung Nguyen 
Randal Jerry Pope 
Shubha Posinasetti 
lhri L. Radichel 
Robin Adair Reynolds-Flaertie 
Thomas Gordon Roorne 
Ibny C. Schulte 
Aiman Shabsigh 
Charles Edward Springer 
Claudia E. Thompson 
Bryan Scott Wagstaff 
Xubin Wu 
S 
Awarded to an outstanding student in the School of Theology and Ministry who closely realizes the 
STM vision: ministers who are compassionate and competent, inclusive and courageous, rooted in 
the Gospels, and able to translate Christian theology into ministry. The award honors the memory 
of Dr. Leo P. Stanford, founding director of the Institute of Theological Studies. Dr. Stanford 
pioneered a vision for lay ministry within the church that became a model for other lay ministry 
programs in the United States. In this model, students learn to integrate academic theology, 
pastoral skill training, and spiritual fbrmation leading toward personal and global transformation. 
DR. LEO STANFORD 
LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Rosamania Dumlao Shandrow 
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY 
AND MINISTRY 
Loretta Jancoskr, PhD, Dean 
Master of Divinity 
lana Christel Barber 
Margaret L. Chambers 
Bertha Diana Kolipano Dc Jesus 
Patricia Eleanor Fitzsimmons % 
Catherine A. Fransson 
Linda L. Haptonstall 
Gretchen Ita Henry 
Kathleen M. Huneywell 
Kathleen Maclnnis Kichline 
Fr. George Felix Limbani 
Margaret Peg Morgan 
Michael E. O'Cain 
Rev. Felino S. Paulino 
Rosamaria Dumla.o Shandrow 
JoAnn Marie ibbin 
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies 
Diana K. Bongiovanni 
Dorothy Joan Brandt 
Neil L. Callahan % 
Berta Cohen % 
Erica Ann Cohen 
Mary Kathryn Costello 
Michael J. DiLazzaro 
AnnMary G. Driscoll 
Anne M. Fagan 
Jeffrey Louis Gruber 
Marcia Spehar Halligan 
James D. Hughes 
Emmanuel Emenem lweh 
'Ibdd Eric Johanson 
Ellen Kinney 
Jean E. Kirkhope 
Penny Nason Larson 
Barbara Stockdale Mann 
Claire Elizabeth McIntyre 
Lynn L. Melby 
Melissa Marie Metcalf 
Jill Kristi Oshel 
Dorothy 0. Sale 
Patricia Bai{,ars Schmitt Schlotfeldt 
Elizabeth Rose Solberg 
Beverly Hundley Spears 
Joseph Lynn Spears 
Paula Ann Thsup 
Sharon Elizabeth Williams 
Joan Maureen Williamson 
Sondra Jean Wright 
Master of Arts in 
Transforming Spirituality 
Susan M. Barnett 
Patricia M. Buckley 
Carol Beth Ford l 
Jacqualin Jane Lindstrand 
Nancy Jean Maniano 
Rosanne Masaano Michaels 
Sandra Lillian Rice 
Sharon Elizabeth Sullivan 
Irene M. Vawter IS 
IS participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 	 'i.' two degrees au'arded 
It's time to reach out 
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!COLLEGEOF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD is based upon the student's total contribution to academic life and is made by the 
Alexi Maximillian Kukuijevic(teacherdepartment chairs and program directors of the college. The award honors the 
memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected 
 at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
COLLEGE OF ARI'S Heather Allison Bruce Kalley Gerline Dwyer Courtney Athene Herley Suzie S. Kim 
AND SCIENCES Patrick Timothy Buchanan Bradley James Elwood Alejandra M. Hernandez-H. Shannon Lea Kirkpatrick 
Wallace Loh, Phi), Dean Matthew Ivar Burch Nathan Emmett Brian Michael Hernandez ,Summa Curs Laude 
Bachelor of Arts 
Magna Curs Laude Natalie Rose Espania % Michael Hernandez Heather Marie Knapp 
 
Katherine Conway Burns Carey Elizabeth Evenson Pamela Janaé Hess % Curs Laude 
Jessica Suzanne Aceti % Patrick James Bums Summa Curs Laude Gavin James Hewitt Theodore Joseph Korolak qe. 
Casey Kaye Akerstrona % Curs Laude Megan B. Farr % Jennifer Lynn Hickman Peter Michael Koski % Dana Shawn Alhadeff % Carolyn Suzanne Cameron Heather Marie Feheley Tl'evor Brandon Hoff Jeanette Louise Krull 
KhaIil Sultan Al-Suwaidi David Ashley Cammon Z Cum L,aude Louisa Marie Holmes cit' Michelle Marie Kruse 
C. Desmond Alvarado Nicole Marie Canavarro Chad Alan Felix Cum Laude Alexi Maximillian Kukuljevic 
Audrey Lynn Ancheta l Kevin Michael Carison Shawn Harrison Fenn Margaret Hsieh Z Summa Cam Laude 
Christopher L Anderson % Reed Richard Carpenter Magn(4 Curs Laude Mary M. Hughes Ronald G. Lamarca 
Jennifer Raahelle Anderson Anne Casainllj Sarah Kathleen Fischer Magna Cure Laude Melissa Joan Laramie 
Lynda Anahid Arakelian 
Cure Laude 
Jennifer Eilleen Ebreo Castro Z Magna Curs Laud.e Nicole Maria Hughes % Joseph Andrew Lauletta 
Karena Therese BIas Cepeda ll Erica Maureen FitzRoy Sarah Therese Hutton Timothy William Lawrence 
Lisa Christine Arnolds Kathy Lee Chaveni Jennifer K. Fletcher Curs Laude Sara Eugenia Leder 
Denise Chiemi Ayakawa Cum Laude Cant Laude Christine Agulto lnos Lisa Marie Lederer 
Arik Babigan Jeffrey Julian Chavez Patrick Ellison Flores S Pence Jennifer Isaacson Melissa Pence Lee 
SJ
oshua 
.IsCl 
Rose Baker Gum aude Philip Daniel Fondale cs.' Devon lbllier James Sum ma Gum Laude 
M ichelle Marie Baker Iris Suet Hung Cheung Steven Patrick Ford Dustin T. Janzen Summer Pocahontas Lee 
Jay Matthew Balasbas Sara Lynne Christensen Nicole M.K. François Pora Jayasaputra Jondavid Ian Levy 	 is Summa Curs Laude Jungsun Chung % Junkichi Fujioka Erin Michael Johnson Amy A. Lid 
Pamela Lynn Baldwin Amalia Elizabeth Clark Miho Fujimoto Kenneth Russell Johnson Curs Laude 
Juliana Marguerita Balinbin Catherine Pembroke Coats-Milanoski Curs Laude Megen L. Johnson % Amberlee Longhorn 
Leilani Anne Baltao Magna Cam Laude Jeffrey Thomas Galeski % Nicole Michelle Johnson Curs Laude 
Melissa Christine Barnhart 1njsa Antonette Coleman 9S PoShaunn Mairpikie GaiThTIOT}-LeWIS93 Magna Gum Laude 
 Maria Christina Luera C$' Magna Cam Laude 
Cy Cortcz Michael A. Gant Z Sarah Rae Johnson Samma Curs Laude 
Nina Marie Beach Veronic,a L. Cox % Whitney Melba-Sue Gardner Summa Curs Laude Daniel Gregory Kekon Lum-Lung 
Derily Hue Bechthold Katie Susannah Culbertson l Mariebeth Co Gatdula Annalee Ellen Jones % Angie P. Ma 
Shaun Blair Bell Marcia Lima Da Costa Alan Kenneth Gates $9 Christopher M. Jordan Jesse Keenan Mass 
Nina Francesca Benedetti Magna Curs LtiwIe Broe.k Beau Gavery Brian Marcus Judd cV, Magna Gum Laude 
Rebecca Kay Berger 
Gum Laude 
Jaclyn Marie Dahlvang Carrie Ann Geraghty Curs Laude Ellie Robyn Macisaac 
 
Kaneearch Dandumrongsuk Lara May Gerheim Jeanne Eleanor Judd Magna Gum Laude 
 
Thomas Victor Bergeron Elizabeth A. Dart Brian Edward Gonzales % Andrea Marie Jung Geraldine Ann Madeira * Annalisa Milca Bernard Kimberly Joy Davis Alexandra Nicola Goroch Sara Dyan Junkin Magna Cam Laude Cant Laude 
Yenerma Eugenjo Dc Las Alas Belynda Gramaje Curs Laude Nicholas Andrew Madsen ' 
Lori Jennifer Blomer Glecy Guevarra Dc Leon Lindsay Christina Graveley Sarah Faye Jurgensen Curs Laude Curs Laade 
Evan Daniel deGennaro Anne Elizabeth Graves Magna Cam la ads Amalia Maestas 
Jennifer Lin Bond Carrie J. Deichl Magna Cum Laude Miho Kaihara Karen Lynn Maher % Vanessa Erie Bonnet qt, Gum Laude Charles A. Gunderson Anna Christina Kapranos Albert Maldonado lii 
Desiree Jean Sahlan BorJa 
Gum Laude 
Danie]le Kathleen Dekker Mary Gwak Liza Kasmara q, Vallipa Maleenont % 
Jessica Chiemi DiCenzo Magna Gum Laude Curs L•SUde Mazvita Allen Maraire 
Kerry Jane Borland W Chihiro Dot ig Marybeth Patricia Hamilton Janene M. Kasper qr, Lejla Marusic 
'ftacey Cheryl Boshoft Kerry S. Donner Magna Gum Laude Curs Laude Guns Laude 
Magna Gum Laude Curs Laude Heather Erin Hansen % Aaron 'fl-oy Kauffman Meagan Marie Masterson 
Marquette A. Bowman Andrew Frank Dubar Maki Harada Charleen Kelley Amanda Kay Matzke Sean P. Boyd qt, Curs Leude Cure Laude Megan Kelley Jennifer Lynn Mauck 
Ashley Braiker Gwynne Rondolos Dumbrigue Isa Florian Hardjasatya Bree Diane Kelly Melissa Michelle McBain 
.
Dana 
esseca Sky Brand Lauren Elizabeth Duncan Callie Lynett Harrold-Morey Magna Curs Laude Magna Cam Laude 
Elizabeth Anne Braswell S.umrsa Curs Laude Erica Anne Healy Kasey Anne Kelly % Jennifer Rebecca Mcttrayer 
Maureen Patricia Britt % Diem Ditong % Grace K. Heinze Nicole Michelle Kidder Summa Gum Laude 
ltrookc Bergere Brown Sarah Jane Durham Gum Laude 
Sarah Dunbar Brown 
l participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
	 two degrees awarded * three degrees auarded 
Angela N. Walter 
Eric Craig Walter 
Shari L. Wardinsky 
Michael Goutam Weber 
Jay Bryant Weeldreyer 
Carrie Elizabeth Weldon 
Monica Ann Wells 
Magna Gum Loude 
Susan Linda Wells 
Magna Gum Laude 
Emily Oakes Westbrook 
Summa Gum Laude 
Joshua Ross Whitten 
Amanda Robin Williams 
Danielle Michelle Williams 
Gum Laude 
Angela Renate Wilson 
David Melvin Witthuhn i 
Takashi Yamaguchi 
Betsy M.B. Yanasak 
(;um Laude 
Debbie Jean Yates 
Will Ernest Yates % 
Bryan Casey-Wayne Yetter 
Marilyn Margaret Young 
Joshua Gordon Ziemkowski 
Surnma Gum Laude 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
Ronisha Lee Carson 
Michelle Lee Dykes 
Julie E. Etsitty 
Jennifer Leah Fassbender % 
Connie Garza 
David S. Hogan 
Janene M. Kasper C, 
Curt Latide 
Christina Louisa Kirkpatrick % 
Megan Daile Lederman 
Michael Thomas Magnano 
(:larissa Yandoc Malinao % 
Wendy Sue Martin-Ferguson 
Bryan Yuen Hoy Mau 
Katherine Jean Radcliffe 
Gum Laude 
Keith Paul Sandoval 
Gum Laude 
Yuki Sawanishi 
Rhasaan Smith 
lbdd Soma 
Shaun Peter Trautmann 
Bachelor in Public Administration 
Jennifer E. Ahrens 
Julene Marie Barton $ 
Katherine L. Boyd 
Mark Carson Eaker 
Jeffery Barnard Flood 
Leah Elizabeth Hyatt 
Theodore Joseph Korolak '' 
Ferdinand Chavez Mapaye l 
Catherine Jean McCaffiey 
Magna Gum Laude 
Erin Emi Okuno 
Karen Ann Zehnder 
Magna Gum Laude 
Bachelor of Science 
Lorelei Aine Ramiscal Faardo 
Jennifer Lynn Fitzpatrick 
Mie Shirai c, 
Justin Daniel McBride 
Jessica L. McClinton 
Cum Laude 
John Henry McCorkle 
Richard Dennis McCormick 
Gum Laude 
John Patrick McCracken 
Kimberly Patricia McEvoy-Ng l 
Richard Lee McGaha 
Christopher J. McGowan % 
Thrra McIntyre 
Gum Laude 
Adrienne L. McKenzie 
Tiri McKenzie 
Magrta Cum Laude 
Adrienne Sophia McMillan 
Amanda Fae McMillan 
Sabina E. Medzhidova 
Aliya Itbar Merali 
Paula Michelle Metcalf 
Gum L.aude 
Allison Elizabeth Meyer 
Mikael Chresten Meyer 
Ayako Miki 
Holly Michelle Miller 
Gum Laude 
Thresa S. Minarsich 
Gum Laude 
Valerie Hope Montgomery 
Norihiro Monoka 
Akiko Moriyama 
Sr. Mary Lourdes Nangendo Nabaggala 
Cum Laude 
Jeffrey Ken Nakamura 
Matthew William Nakata 
Noelina Namusoke 
Summa Gum Laude 
Sara Elizabeth Nau 
Aviva Newman 
Charles Brian North 
Matthew Carlisle Nowlin 
Summa Gum Laude 
An Peng Nuon 
Bobbi Lynn Nutzmann 
Ryan T. OConnell-Elston 
Cum Laude 
Linda D. Ody 
Benjamin Mark Olson 
Satomi Otsuka 
Ihomas Snowdin Overbeck 
Anthony Michael Owens 
Darlene L.G. Pangelinan % 
Haeji Helen Park 
Rebecca Lynn Payne 
Summa Gum Laude 
Susan E. Peacey 
Heather Jeanne Pegler 
Teryn Frances Kahala 0 mapuana John Richard Sharpe 
Ona Ona Nalani Peroff % Mahela A. Shaw 
Joy Lynn Peterson Laura Darlene Shearer 
Magna Gum Laude Magna Gum Laude 
Boris Petrenko Kimberly Hope Sheets 
Joanne Marie Picatti % Lisa Ritauko Shimoi 
Theresa Diane Pimentel Heather Marie Shinn 
Kyle V. Pletz cit, Julie Anne Shiprack 
Sarah E. Pollock Mary E. Short 
Gum Laude Erica Erin Parys-Siegmund 
Romelia Beatriz Ponce Rita Margaret Siemion 
Jennifer Christine Potter Meline Elisabeth Skeldon 
Stephanie Lynn Poynter Kevin Michael Slattery 
Nicole Soo Mee Prantl Jake Henry Snider 
Proud & Happy Mother of Emma & ibri Frank Jay So % 
Charles R. Quigg % Charisma Ann Spindler % 
Suzanne R. Quinlan Dirk Steen 
Gum Laude Elizabeth Louise Stephenson 
Rebecca A. Rae 
Sharminee Naidu Ramachandra 
Joyce Sultan Redito-Cubelo 
Davin Glenn Rayes 
Marie-Claire Christina Richard 
Jennifer Ann Riley 
Cum Laude 
Robert James Rivers 
Gum Laude 
Joslyn Ann Roberts 
Gum Laude 
Carrie Ann Rominger 
M. Brian Ross 
Monica J. Routt '*-' 
Charles H. Russell III 
Brighid Maureen Ryan 
Hildja Saastamoinen 
Mieko Saeki 
Christopher Hiroshi Sakai 
Ruben Anthony Saldivar 
Magna Gum Laude 
Elke Salim 
Jean Ellen Salsman % 
Nicole Ann Sanchez-Howell 
Ami Suh Sasaki % 
Yuko Sato 
Mahela A. Shaw 
Laura Ann Schiltz 
Enca M. Schlosser 
Anne Elizabeth Schmidt 
Annmane Scott 
Summa Cum Lau,i.e 
Lacey Dru Sensiba 
Sarah Catherine Shakerin % 
Eric ibmas Sharkey 
nictgriu (dArn LtUACLC 
James Frank Stoicheff 
Magna Gum Laude 
Erin Withers Stokes 
Anne Alessandra Stoller 
Erin Marie Sweeny 
Gum Laude 
Heidi Renee Swift 
Summa Gum Laude 
Megumi Takahashi 
Elvin Yustine Thnada 
Stanley Walter Thesenvitz Ill 
Gum Laude 
Karin Marie Thorgerson 
Joseph Edward Tinsley 
Thsha N. Tinsley % 
Rita Tiare Nelsen ibbin 
Gum Laude 
Akane lbkisato % 
Margaret Jean lbmlinson 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kathleen P. Thngpalan % 
Alicia Ann Tattle Qb 
Magna Gum Laude 
Sarah Dyan Vandehey 
Magna Gum Laude 
Steven Roger Vogel 
Anna Wagner % '' 
Michael James Wald 
Gum Laude 
ØA 1 BE5CHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD and Economics. Selection is based on academic excellence and contributions to 
Ashley Chi Youn Pak 
	
	 the school, the university, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul 
A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
Waleed Khalid Al-Hairy l 
Abdulrahman M. Al-Kandari 
Ahniad A. Alluhaib 
Abdul Kareem Thwfeeq Al-Nassar 
Majed Mohamed Al-Sorour 
Pamela de los Reyes Amado 
*M agna Cum Laude o Steve Amanoeidi Marie Anderson 
Paul E. Andrepont Ill 
Sarayuth Aramvith 
Kevin Karim Armstrong 
Thyon Antwyn Ary-flirner 
Noah Atkins 
ALBERS SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS AND 
ECONOMICS 
Jan W. Dagger, PhD, Dean 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration 
Ika Agustiarti 
Abdullab E. Al-Ali 
Richard Louis Albrecht 
Summa Cum Laude 
Eric Jumayao Baldevia 
Nandin Bayar 
Geoffrey Guillaume B4liard 
Bryan Gregory Blackman 
Thna Alysia Ravina Bias 
Sarah Madeah Blossom 
Marcus James Boyle 
Benjamin Miller Brannen (te, 
Nona J. Braun 
Magna Cure Laude 
Sunny Novita Budiman % 
Daniel Joseph Buenas ', 
Cum Laude 
Reuben W. Butler 
Gum Laude 
Kelly Cahya 
Albert Cahyadi 
Megan Antonia Callaghan 
Daniel L. Camardella 
Josef Erie Cea % 
Edward Yi-Chich Chen 
Ching-Yi Michelle Chiu 
Gum Li.iude 
Young-Muk Cho 
Gum Laude 
Jesse Wan-Chieh Chuang 
Thomas Chuang % 
Ryan Cohn Michael Clancy 
Jack Ronald Clemmons 
Sheryl Lynn Cortdon 
Michelle Elaine Cornwell 
Thbitha Urpi Correa 
Nikoltt Cser 
Huyen Mong Dau 
Summa Cure Laude 
Nonna A. Davydova % 
Pearl S. De La Cruz 
Kevin J. DeGroot % 
Tiffany L. Dewees 
Maria Janina Henson Dinio 
Cum Laue3e 
Elizabeth Honoré Dolan 
Gum Laude 
David Michael Doran '' 
Gum Laude 
Chriati Lin Droz 
Magna Gum Laude 
Melissa Marie Engwall l 
Paul Estergaard 
Daniel Robert Fabela 
Elizabeth Warner Ferin 
Leilani Michelle Finau 
Heather Fiores 
Luke S. Forster 
Christopher Merritt French % 
Marc B. GaIt 
Christopher Geh Chong Beng 
Antonio Vincenzo Genzaie 
Christopher V. Gianan 
Bettina Cabrera Guerrero 
T. Tbclan Gunal 
Jennifer Lynn Haddon 
Magna Gum Laude 
Yohana Harianto iN 
Sienny B. Harjanti 
Cheryl Ann Hart 
Cuni Laude 
Shinji Michael Haruna % 
Adnan Abdullah Hasbi 
Craig Charles Haveson % 
Clifford Cardary Haywood Ill % 
Christopher M. Keldndge 
Gum Laude 
Petra E. Hilleberg 
Magna Gum Laude 
Nancy Ann I-underlie 
Uluwehi Leilani Hinojosa 
Gum Laude 
Bich-Ngoc Hoang % 
Kathrynn Hollis-Buchanan 
Jennifer Huang % 
Pin-Miao Hung 
Ron Molphus Hunter 
Quan Quach Huynh 
Thoa Kim Huynh 
Payam Jason Imani 
Amber Elaine Imes 
Magna Gum Laude 
Jenny 
John Andrew Jones 
Merinda Dwinita Kaliman % 
Olivia Hanafi Jakarias Kaliman % 
Myra Karyadi % 
Marcia Elaine Kelly 
Sopheap Khai 
San Poong Kham c 
John J. Kihan 
ftent Cecil Kibbe IS 
Myoungsoo Kim 
Motoki Kinjo 
Therin C. Kinman 
Magna Gum Laude 
tbmas Krynsky IS 
Sonny Kurniawan 
Fenny Kurniawati 
Elsie N. Lam 
Novi Patricia Lanovita 
David Christopher Larson 
Raymond Lau IS 
Hyun-Woo Lee 
Hirokazu Kinoshita 
Henny Budhi Lestari 
Mikale Jean Lichota 
Vera Likin 
Ernest Brian Lobo 
Gory Alan Long 
Brett Bement Lovering 
Fo-Chi Lu IS 
Naoko Maekawa 
Raynette Marie Magno 
Cicely Marie Mansfield 
Angela Kathryn Marsh 
Hayley Ann Mastel 
Dawn Reiko Matsumiya 
Chiwa Matsumura 
Shane M. McCorkle 
Magna Gum Laude 
Anne C. McMurray 
Mark Ryan Meier 
Sasha Andrejev Melnik c, 
1rler Wesley Meyers 
Thomas C. Monahan 
Gum Laude 
Keith A.G. Monteiro 
Magna Gum Laude 
Derreck Lee Morrison 
Agnes Muljadi 
Carolyn Suzanne Murphy 
Kito A. Mussa 
Gum Laude 
Sally Mustika IS 
Elizabeth Anne Mutter 
Endang Christine Nadapdap 
Masahiro Narita IS 
Neil Shankar Nayar 
Gina Marie Nelson IS 
Jeremy Dane Nelson 
Gum Laude 
Victoria Leigh Nelson IS 
Thu-Vy N. Nguyen 
Hien I-Iuu Nhan 
Raymond Maxwell Njotorahardjo 
Kelly Marie Nouwens 
Christopher Joseph O'Claire 
Magna Gum Laude 
Karen Lynn Okamura 
Summa Gum Laude 
Jason Joseph Oliver 
Jamin Thomas Olmstead 
Kaare Scot Olsen cit, 
Erin C. Olson IS 
Jeremy Gochioco Ong 
Gum Laude 
Craig Scott Osbun 
Msgna Gum Laude 
Ashley Chi Youn Pak 
Summa Gum Laude 
Thapanee Panvisavas 
Elizabeth Ann Pape 	 (17 
Winston Alexander Pavitt 
Charles B.T. Peh IS 
Karen Joy Peria 
Gregory M. Petersen 
Theresa Q.  Pham 
Summa Gum Laude 
Cho Phasavath 
Kyle T. Pierce 
Gum Laude 
Shannon Denelle Pietromonaco IS 
Nathahia Priyatna 
Jacob Racelo Punzal 
Yuliana Purnomo 
Gum Laude 
Barbara Joan Rabon 
IS participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet completet.- two degrees awarded 
Khemaphan Rainpredakul % 
Lorrie Annh Ealdama Keyes 
Margaret Louise Ries 
Alexander David Rogers 
Jennifer Marie Romano cf, 
Cum Laude 
Jennifer Rebecca Rose 
Cum Laude 
Anthony A. Sablan 
Christopher Roberto Sablan 
Gum Laude 
Franklin V. Sablan 
Michele Leslie R. Saga 
Mark B. Salama 
Kazue Sato 
Gum Laude 
Martin P. Satyahadi 
Brenda M. Sevilla 
Mary Ann Shannon 
Jennifer M. Shelton 
Myong-chul Shin 
Ivan Nickolaevich Siniavsky % 
Erika Siqueira 
Brent Elder Sloan 
Summa Gum Laude 
Shelly Marie Smith 
Megawati Soetjipto 
Alfred Soijan IN 
Johan Anthony Sondakh 
Wen Song 
Elizabeth Ann Soula 
Cum Laude 
Kenneth John Spietz IS 
Heather Marie Spilsbury 
Kristina Erin Stamnes 
Summa Gum Laude 
Edwin Sukri IS 
Jemmy Sulimdro 
Gary Thguh Sulistyo IS 
Sunandar 
David Susanto 
Gum Laude 
Hendra Susanto 
Tedy Suteno 
Stacy M. Swanson 
Anh-Dung Luu Th 
Summa Gum Laude 
Kan Ann Sachiko Thdaki 
Gum Laude 
Cohn W. Thkashima 
Dana Thn 
Novie Thnudjaja 
Anne Thong 
Fenny Tjahjadi 
Fehicia Tjoeng IS 
Fidyawati Tjoeng 
Julia Timuia 1b'a 
Calvin Viet 'Tan 
Zareena lYan 
Magna Gum Laude 
Michael Stuart 'flenholme 
Francis Minh-Son TYieu IS 
Frans Jayakusuma ilianadi IS 
Pi-Kai Thai 
Gum Laude 
Vannarith Ung 
Magna Gum Laude 
Michael Sofian Utomo 
Almonchito M. Valdez 
Leanne Bernadette Voss 
Gum Laude 
Hartanto Wahjudi 
Allison Paige Waltz 
Cara LaVonne Ward 
Gregory Lincoln Ward 
Onggo Warsito IS 
Michael C. Watanabe IS 
Amy Kathleen Watson 
Michelle Elizabeth Wenstone 
Jason A. Werle 
Amy Elaine Westby 
Magna Gum Laude 
Marcellyna Junita Widjaja 
Margaretha Widjaja 
Willy Widjaja 
Elly Widjoyo IS 
Tbmrny Haryadi Winarta 
Michael Robert Wyvel 
lsao Yamaguchi 
Lin 'fan 
Kit-Sze L. Yip 
Magna Gum Laude 
Bachetor of Arts in Economics 
Christopher Shaun Campbell 
Summa Gum Laude 
David R. Farkouh 
Magna Gum Laude 
Christina Minn-Wei Liu IS 
Donald Dean Schaefbauer II 
•i 
/ 
SISTER MARY RUTH 
(Nursing
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. 
Selection is based upon the students academic achievement, excellence in NIEFHOFF AWARD
nursing, and participation in school and community activities. The award 
Katie M. Faber honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean of the School of 
 from 1955 to 1968. 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Luth M. 1!morio, PhD, Dean 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Kathryn Lynne Anderson % 
Ross Edward Anderson 
Katherine S. Ang l 
Brian Lowell Angel! 
Cum Laude 
Kathleen Alicar Antonio % 
Akli!u 1sema Barkie 
D-Ann Marie Baumgarten S 
Kelly Annette Baxley 
flacy David Baxter l 
John Richard Beaumier 
John Christopher Berquist 
Ermine Andrea Blair 
Cum Laude 
ynn Michelle Brynildson 
Gum Laude 
Joanne Marie Cam 
Magna Gum Laude 
Timothy Mark Candelaria 
Rowena Centeno Carpizo 
Randi Jean Casey % 
Alia Marisa Chiappe]la 
Betsy Simon Clagett 
Summa Gum Laude 
Eleanor Aniara Day 
Kara Lynn De Hoog 
Ronald S. Dela Gentc 
Lindsay Alison Drysdale 
Jennifer Q. Du 
Sauna Michelle Eley 
Jennifer N. Enriquez 
Picky Gerald Ewell II 
Katie M. Faber 
Gum Laude 
Mark Gregory Febrero 
Jennifer Anne Fischer 
Janie M. Fong 
Jennifer Leigh Fraser 
Lucus Philip Fndenmaker 
Melanie Anne Fuentes l 
Chad Kenneth Gabelein 
Heidi Rachelle Gabhart 
Gum Laude 
Jennifer Anne Gibson 
Christie Joy Gordanier 
Janine Marie Guinaaso 
Shawn Michael Hams 
Jennifer Harvie-Watt 
Mary Katherine Haviland 
Magna Gum Laude 
Meghan A. Hebert % 
Andrea Michelle Hendrickson 
Shawna Lea Higgins 
Gum Luude 
Deanna Mabalot Hill 
Gum Laude 
Louise Michelle Hoback 
Stephen Kirk Hopkins 
Holly L. Hyytiainen-Jacobson 
Gum Laude 
Tiana Poomaikai Irish % 
Jana Nicole Jasperson 
Brenda L. Jones 
Patricia Annette Kelley IS 
Queta Maria Kesler 
Sara Dawn King 
Joy Ann Lewis IS 
Linda Jeanette Gobbell 
Leigh Katharine McKibben IS 
Mary Elizabeth McIaggart 
Cure Laude 
Miriam Dollente Mica 
Kelly Kay Morrell IS 
Carrie M. Mosley IS 
Susan Courtney Nelson IS 
Gary M. Nguyen 
Pauline Vinh-Phuc Nguyen 
Merry A. Nickerson 
Magna Gum Laude 
Melgean Munar Pequet 
Kristeen Ann Marie Pierson IS 
Cora May Real IS 
Kindra D. Reaves 
Robert R. Reyna 
Susanne Marie Ridlon 
Magna Gum Laude 
Heather Allison Schaake 
Patrick Ross Severson IS 
Jeannette Fischer Simonton 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kathryn D. Som 
Rebecca Mie Sugihara 
lära Elizabeth Sullivan 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kyoko 'Ikahashi 
Gum Laude 
Allen R. 'lmple 
Kathleen Mayrita 'Iepas 
Summa Gum Laude 
Kathy T Than 
Dawn Angela Tindal IS 
Olivia Adrienne Nelsen 'Ibbin 
Gum Laude 
Billy Dang Ttan 
Nicole Pence Thmble 
Natalie Allegra Sue Watson IS 
Thmela J. Webber 
Gum Laude 
Jonathan Louis Wolman 
Gum Laude 
Bridget Anne Wood IS 
Victoria C. Wood 
Gum Laude 
Lauren Michele Yoshizaki IS 
Sarah Elizabeth Zielinski cit., 
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REV. EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J., AWARD 
Douglas L. Gadow 
JOHN S. JU AWARD 
Mary L. Nelson 
(
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering student, judged on 
scholarship, leadership, dedication, and inspiration. 
Awarded to graduating science students who exude wonder at new ideas, 
curiosity to pursue the unknown, and the ability to integrate and apply 
knowledge. 
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE 
AND ENGINEERING 
George M. Simmons, PhD, Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Chns M. Marshall 
Bachelor of Science 
ibana Kawashima 
Octavio Jesus Rodriguez-Leichnitz 
Bachelor of Science 
in Biochemistry 
Seungtack Baick 
Kevin James Coe 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jane Maricel Diego % 
John S. Edgar 
Nancy S. Goodman 
Sean Michael Green 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mary L. Nelson 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kyle Kramer Schmidt 
Ruth lbmoe Tkniguchi % 
Maciek Waligora 
Eydiejo Wandschneider 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 
Simeona Lynn Liiuokalani Ahuna 
Joan T. Bakken 
Marites Gaspar Barangan 
Lawrence John Clowry 
Pernita Duggal 
Gum Laude 
Benjamin Hamilton Dutzar % 
Chaise Marie Ewert 
Peter V. Fedorov 
Amy Nichole Fowler % 
Melani Ann Fraser 
Jeffrey lbdd Freeman c 
Dennis Santiago Go Cab 
Margaret Ellen Jack 
Gum Laude 
Ngan Kim La 
Brent Alan Lewis % 
Laurie Sawako Nakama 
Priscilla Grace Glinoga Navaja 'it' 
Cum Laude 
David Shih-Wei Pan 
Magna Cum Laude 
Christine Ann Pereira % 
Eugene Louis Ploch, Jr. 
Magna Gum Laude 
Raymond Castillo Salazar 
Magna Gum Laude 
Lourdes Ministeno Sarausad % 'it' 
Brian Christopher Schaible % 
James Hunter Schrader 
Penny Michelle Schubert 
Ha Hoang 'Ibng 
Laura J. tinsicker Thaknaridis 
Lalaine Laciste Valentin 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Ann Maurine McNally ct, 
Bachelor of Science in Civil 
Engineering 
Dean Hofntann Bose 
Gum Laude 
Olivia Jasmin Defensor Buban 
Magna Gum Laude 
Aura Maria Cullar 
Richard Garner Denison 
Gum Laude 
Debra Ann DuffS ,  s 
Roel Ancheta Dulay 
Cum Laude 
Douglas L. Gadow 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anthony B. Hopkins 
Fred William Jiencke 
Magna Gum Laude 
Holli Karyn Klages 
Joe Win Kon 
Cum Laude 
Brian Y. Matsumoto 
Magna Gum Laude 
Ryan C. McLaughlin 
Magna Gum Laude 
James G. Rhodes 
Shawna Michele Richardson 
Nathan K.C.G.Wong 
Bachelor of Science in 
Computer Science 
Gail Diane Akiyama % 
Bruce H. Amsbaugh % 
Marisa J. Averse 
Daniel Joseph Buenas cab 
Cumn Laude 
Kenneth More Cam 
Summa Curn Laude 
Marchel Cohn 
Bruce John Cresanta 
Magna Cum Laude 
Than Quang Do % 
Henry R. Goss 
Glen Ronald Goulter 59 
Farhad Hafesipour 
Richard K. K. Heng 
Mark Hoang 
Gum Laude 
Brian Michael Masaru Kobuki % 
Douglas H. Kresge 
Matt Lungnan Lin 
Voravat Maleenont 
Thague Curtiss Mapes 
Ramon Lazaro Mariano 
Donna Carleen McKee 
Magna Gum Laude 
Karrie Annette Meyer 
Abdelsalam I. Muamar 
Firoozeh Ojagh 
Christopher Michael Oje 
Cure Laude 
Gory J. Pritchard 
Peter W. Salama 
Matthew Lawrence Sanford 
Edward J. Shanahan 
Cure Laude 
Jimmy Soong 
'ftresa Lynne Straub 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hardhono Sugiarto Cab 
Magna Gum Laude 
Thaha AIko Thteyama 
Summa Cure Laude 
Thach Nguyen 'flzn 
Chaiwat Wanarungson 
Sa Xiorig 
Bachelor of Science in 
Diagnostic Ultrasound 
Kim M. Bishop % 
Gum Laudt 
Arni M. Carter % 
Elizabeth Marie Conley 
Gum Laude 
Sammantha Clair Davis 
Rand-Kendnck Guerrero DeCastro 
Magna Gum Laude 
Amy Nicole Pellini Game % 
Gum L,aude 
Kelly Phippa Grove 
Curn Laude 
Jamie Allison Kako Hoffmier 
Rodney Geraldo Hortillosa 
Magna Gum Laude 
Adriane R.I. Kartamihardja % 
Jana Shirani Johnson % 
Magna Gum Laude 
Kathleen Nichole Kiesser 
Gum Laude 
Lisa Christine LeVan 
Ryan Quin Mats Napalan 
Than Nguyen 
Magna Gum Laude 
Barbara A. Perez 
Grace Solis Redila 
Angela Michelle Smith % 
David Michael Stolte 
Magna Gum Laude 
Erin Jean 'lIent ig 
Magna Cure Laude 
Shane L. Umbrell 
Robyn L. Whisnant 
Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering 
Haytham A. Al-Ohali 
Ahdulla Haji Al-Wahedi 
Daniel Bayeh 
Curn L.aude 
Jesse Psngelinan Borja 
Thmara Lynn Conant % 
Jason M. Huff 
Emily Ann Jorgenson 
Gum Laud.e 
Jewon Leo Kim 
Kenneth P. Kirchoff 
Gum Laude 
Daniel Leroy Lindsey 
Craig Hunter Livingstone 
Magna Gum Laude 
Adil Marrakchi 
Joshua Logan Marti 
Christopher Brian Norwood 
Frank Martin Paglia 
Gum Laude 
Axel M. Peterson % 
Markham Lancelot Ratcliffe 
Quyet Van ftan 
Quang Duc Vu 
Jolly Walls 
Bachelor of Science in 
General Science 
Mario Gilberto Barrón 'K' 
Gum Laude 
Giovsnna Annette Caleel 
Aaron Castillo, Jr. 
Guat-Ching Chan 
Iseasa Combs 
Sky Kulalani Helemano Feliciano 
Jeffrey David Felizartlo 
Charity Danelle Felton % 
Philip Daniel Fondale 'it' 
Cresley Ann Acosta Garin 
Danica Lyn Hendrickson 
Magna Curn Laude 
Daniel Wade Hitchcock 
Magna Gum Laude 
Curtis William Hoesing 
Nicole Kathleen Jacobsen IN 
Jung-Min Ko 
Jennifer Sue Kuhlmann 
Arnalia B. Leahy 
Monaliza Burgoa Manera 
Mansa D'Andrea Monroe 'K 
Ralna Leigh Munoz 
Julie Christine Nieschulz 
Charisma Racuya Ojiltog 
Michele Marie Began 
Mark Charles Rondeau IN 
Ronald P. Austill 
Josephine Dondoyano Hidalgo % c Ryan Patrick Barrett 
. 
/asrttcipating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 	 cab rwo degrees awarded 
Thomas Purcell McCurdy 
Gum Laude 
Ann Maurine McNally 
Sasha Andrejev Melnik 'ft' 
Mansa DAndrea Monroe ' 
Priscilla Grace Glinoga Navaja 
Gum Laude 
Victoria Leigh Nelson 15 
Kaare Scot Olsen q, 
Kristeen Ann Marie Pierson $5 
Kyle V. Pletz q, 
Heather LeAnne Reis $5 
Jennifer Marie Romano 'at' 
Curt Laude 
Lourdes Ministerio Sarausad 15 
Aubrey Janice Scheopner 
Summa Curt Laude 
Lindsay Catherine Seaborn 15 
Brian Thomas Stachurski 
l-lardhono Sugiartu '' 
Magna Cam Laude 
Helen Fiona Thylor 
Rita Tiare Nelsen ibbin 't 
Curt Laude 
Cashel Colleen 'lbner 
Maciek Waligora 15 
Sarah Elizabeth Zielinski 
(21 
Michael Rothwell 
Monica J. Routt 
Yoshiko Coco Sano 
Renah Kathleen Seay 
Mie Shirai c, 
Mary Bridget Strand 
Cindy Nguyen 'Ia 
Calvin Thomas Thng $5 
Elizabeth Thnzer 15 
Christian Duncan Valburg 
Jeanette Marie Warnke $5 
Bachelor of Scsence in Mathematics 
Armen C. Akopyan 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering 
Meshal Mohammed Aldoub 
Naser Faleh Al-Hajeri 
Justin Charles Bedford 
Curn Laude 
Bader Abdulrasoul Bosakher 
Brian J. Carter 
Cory Andrew Celestino 
Grida Chiewcharat 
Magna Cum Laude 
ittis G. Curfman 
Consuelo Esmeralda Guzman 
Gum Laude 
Mohammed Saeed Haq 
Ryan Thomas MacKrell 
Dale Edwin McKee 
Michael P. Nguyen 
Christopher John Payne $5 
Thaweechai Phanthapirat 
Monte Sidney Richardson 
Brian Steve Schwenka 
Eric Forrest Simon 
Suparta Tjandra 
Janelle Thi Vo 
Michael Ernest Wethington 
Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Technology 
Jeffrey 'lbdd Freeman ciK, 
Paul Joseph Hanken 
Josephine Sunflower Maramis 
iblong 
Diana Cecilia Bayes-Davenport 
Sarah Katherine Shaver $5 
Bachelor of Science in Physics 
Adam Anthony Graunke '' 
Curt Laude 
Joseph P. Moore 
Isaac Nathaniel Obezo 
or lia M. ()lafson 
MATTEORICCI COLLEGE 
(accord 
Awarded to the student or students who most closely realize the Matteo 
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE Ricci College ideal; one who marvels at the wealth of human experience, 
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations yet demands 
critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions its value and 
Josephine Dondoyano Hidalgo
relevance; serves the human community, yet asks whether its values 
Aubrey Janice Scheopner 
	 with the continuing revelation of the divine to humanity. 
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE 
Arthur L. Fishe, PhD, Dean 
Bachelor of Arts in Humanities 
Mario Gilberto BarrOn '*' 
Cum Laude 
J. Bradley Bigot 
Magna Curt Laude 
Vanessa Erin Bonner cat, 
Sean P. Boyd '' 
Benjamin Miller Brannen 'at, 
Katy Nofl Connor 
Jane Maricel Diego $5 
David Michael Doran cit, 
Curt Laude 
Victoria Week Douglass 15 
Jose Miguel Santos Gavino 
Dennis Santiago Go '' 
Adam Anthony Graunke '' 
Curt Laude 
Jason Scott Haskins 
Josephine Dondoyano Hidalgo $5 
Katie Louise Hiestand 
Magna Cam Laude 
Brian Marcus Judd c, 
Cam Laude 
San Poong Kham c, 
Christopher Michael Lui 
Geraldine Ann Madeira 41 
Magna Gum Laude 
Nicholas Andrew Madsen P 
Curt Laude 
15 participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 	 46 two degrees az4'arded 
	
41 three degrees awarded 
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